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T
he interaction of quantum emitters as
quantum dots or dye molecules with
individual metallic nanostructures has

been attracting increasing attention since it
carries significant potential for manipulating
light on the nanoscale.1�11 The formation of
hybrid nanostructures between metallic
nanoparticles and organic dyes can lead to
the development of novel nanoscale plas-
monic devices and nanocircuits12 like ultra-
fast switches and modulators,13 single-
photon transistors,14 and nanolasers.15,16 Lo-
calized surface plasmons (LSPs) supported by
metallic nanostructures are able to focus,
trap, and guide optical energy into subwa-
velength spatial regions;17 hence, they can
be exploited as nanoscale resonators and
waveguides.18 On the other hand, plasmo-
nic nanostructures exhibit only weak non-
linearities preventing saturation and active
control. Coupling LSPs to nonlinear optical
resonances such as excitons in molecular or
semiconducting nanostructures can pro-
vide the missing nonlinearity and gain.19,20

In the context of light�matter coupling,
when the interactions between electronic
transitions and photonic or plasmonic
modes overcome radiative and nonradiative
losses, the systementers the strong coupling
regime where the energy is coherently and

reversibly exchanged between the emitter
and the electromagnetic field. This regime
gives rise to new hybrid quasiparticles which
can have unusual properties possessed by
neither original particle. This nonperturba-
tive regimeallows for studies of fundamental
quantum features like entanglement and
decoherence,21 as well as for exploration of
potential applications like quantum informa-
tion processing. Strong coupling at optical
frequencies was first observed for atoms
passing through a high finesse microcavity
and then demonstrated in the solid state in a
variety of systems ranging fromsemiconduc-
tor quantum structures to cavity embedded
organic molecules and superconducting
quantum circuits.22

Coherent coupling and electromagnetic
transparency of quantum emitters interact-
ing with surface plasmon�polaritons23�27 or
with LSPmodes in individual nanometric-size
complexes has been demonstrated.1,2,8�11

However, true strong coupling requires that
the vacuum Rabi splitting 2ΩR be larger
than the dissipative broadening of both
the emitter and the light-mode γ0 and γc,
respectively. More precisely at resonance
the broadening of the polariton peaks as
seen, e.g., in absorption measurements is
given by γp = (γ0 þ γc)/2, and a complete
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ABSTRACT The strong coupling regime of hybrid plasmonic�
molecular systems is a subject of great interest for its potential

to control and engineer light�matter interactions at the nanoscale.

Recently, the so-called ultrastrong coupling regime, which is

achieved when the light�matter coupling rate reaches a consider-

able fraction of the emitter transition frequency, has been realized

in semiconductor and superconducting systems and in organic

molecules embedded in planar microcavities or coupled to surface

plasmons. Here we explore the possibility to achieve this regime of light�matter interaction at nanoscale dimensions. We demonstrate by accurate

scattering calculations that this regime can be reached in nanoshells constituted by a core of organic molecules surrounded by a silver or gold shell. These

hybrid nanoparticles can be exploited for the design of all-optical ultrafast plasmonic nanocircuits and -devices.
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splitting, corresponding to the possibility to observe
reversible and coherent energy exchange between
excitons and the light mode in the time domain, is
obtained for 2ΩR . γp. Nonetheless, thanks to small
mode volumes and strong molecular dipole moments,
remarkable splitting values 2ΩR (up to ∼400 meV in
dimer structures10) have been achieved in nanoscale
hybrid systems; true strong coupling with complete
splitting has only been approached.8 This is a conse-
quence of the very large dissipative broadening of plas-
monic resonances. Usually, in these systems, the follow-
ing inequality holds: γc > 2ΩRg γ0. In this intermediate
regime, the splitting is better described as a transpar-
ency dip (exciton-induced transparency regime) or by a
Fano-like resonance describing the interaction of a
narrow resonance (the exciton) with a broad one (the
LSP resonance). A pronounced 50% transparency dip
has been recently observed.8 These results and predic-
tions of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)
and vacuum Rabi splitting in dimer nanoantennas
interacting with single quantumdots3�5 have indicated
exciting possibilities for room-temperature nanoscale
cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) and quantum
optics applications contributing to the rapidly growing
field of quantum plasmonics.28

Recently, a new regime of cavity quantum electro-
dynamics (QED), where the light�matter coupling rate
becomes an appreciable fraction of the unperturbed
resonance frequency of the system, has been experi-
mentally reached in a variety of solid state sys-
tems.26,29�34 In this so-called ultra strong coupling
(USC) regime, the routinely invoked rotating wave

approximation is no longer applicable and the anti-
resonant terms significantly change the standard cav-
ity-QED scenarios.35�38 A puzzling property of these
systems is that their ground state is a squeezed
vacuum containing correlated pairs of photons and
material excitations. The USC between organic mole-
cules and surface plasmonpolaritons has beendemon-
strated by covering a periodic plasmonic structure with
the organic molecules.26

By employing accurate scattering calculations based
on a generalization of the Mie theory implemented
within the T-matrix formalism,39 we show that the USC
regime can be reached in nanoshells constituted by a
core of organic molecules surrounded by a silver or
gold shell (see Figure 1b). Because of its large energy-
integrated absorption coefficient, we consider a core
constituted by only squaraine dye molecules (100%
squaraine core). A planar microcavity embedded
p�i�n monolithic light emitting diode working in
the USC regime, employing a thin film of squaraine
dye as active layer, has been recently reported.34 We
also investigate a second nanoshell structure consti-
tuted by a silica core, a silver shell, and an external
100% squaraine layer (see Figure 1a). We find that
a giant vacuum Rabi splitting of the order of 2ΩR =

0.78 eV can be obtained resulting in a remarkable
normalized coupling rate 2ΩR/ω0 ≈ 42%, where
pω0 is the exciton energy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The wavelength dependence of the real and ima-
ginary part of the complex relative dielectric function

Figure 1. (a) A sketch showing (a) the silica core surrounded by the squaraine shell and by the external metallic shell and
(b) the nanoshell constituted by a squaraine core surroundedby ametal (silver or gold) shell. (c) Real (blue line) and imaginary
(red) part of the complex relative dielectric function of a solid film of pure squaraine molecules.
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εsq = εsq1 þ iεsq2 for a pure squaraine solid film ob-
tained from the experimental optical constants deter-
mined by variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer40

is shown in Figure 1c. The experimental data showed
slightly anisotropic properties that we here neglect.
The displayed dielectric function describes the optical
response along the horizontal directions. Previous
studies on organic polaritons and plexcitons have
focused principally on materials exhibiting narrow line
widths and high peak absorbance such as J-aggregates
and porphyrins. However, broad optical transitions can
often possessmuch larger oscillator strengths and thus
be advantageous for reaching the USC regime.26,33,34

The imaginary part of the dielectric function in
Figure 1c shows that solid films of pure squaraine
molecules display a very broad absorption line. This
inhomogeneously broadened absorption line arises
from direct transitions from the ground state to differ-
ent vibrational excited states. The strong coupling in
the presence of inhomogeneously broadened absorp-
tion lines has been investigated theoretically by
Houdré et al.41 They showed that the vacuum Rabi
splitting depends on the energy-integrated absorption
rather than on just the absorption peak. Moreover, for a
vacuum Rabi splitting significantly larger than the
inhomogeneous broadening, the line width of the
polariton peaks results to be homogeneously broad-
ened. Hence, coherent light�matter coupling can be
achieved even in the presence of strong inhomoge-
neous broadening, if the light�matter coupling rate is
sufficiently strong. In all subsequent calculations, the
frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity of silver
and gold is taken from ref 42. The details of the here
exploited theoretical and numerical framework are
described in the Methods section. All the numerical
calculations displayed in the paper consist of extinc-
tion cross section spectra.
We start investigating the system sketched in

Figure 1a consisting of a spherical silica core covered
with a thin, uniform metal layer finally covered by a
rsq = 5 nm layer of dye molecules. This shell configura-
tion has been exploited in previous studies on plexci-
tons based on nanoshell�J-aggregate complexes.
When the core size/shell thickness ratio varies, the
plasmon energies of the nanoparticle can be system-
atically modified, and can be tuned through the ex-
citon energy of the dyemolecules. Figure 2 displays the
extinction cross sections for nanoshell�squaraine
complexes with total radius rt = 40 nm. From top to
bottom, the silica core radius/silver shell thickness is
31/4 (green), 30/5 (red), 29/6 (blue). The dashed lines
describe the corresponding cross sections in the ab-
sence of the squaraine layer and provide direct infor-
mation on the resonance frequency ωc of the effective
cavity constituted by the nanoshell. The figure does
not show in a clear way those features as the antic-
rossing and Lorentzian-like splitted peaks which are

the signature of light�matter coherent coupling. The
origin of this odd behavior can be understood looking
at the bottom black line in Figure 2 describing the
extinction cross section in the absence of the silver
layer (silica core radius 35 nm, rsq = 5 nm). Such spec-
trum, which describes the response of the matter
system, is characterized by a very broad structure with
two asymmetric peaks which prevents a true coherent
coupling in the presence of the silver shell. This
extinction spectrum resembles the corresponding
ones obtained for gold nanoshells and can be inter-
preted as due to the interaction between the outer and
inner localized surface polaritons in the shell,43 deter-
mined by the strong dipole moment of squaraine
molecules. Analogous results are obtained replacing
silver with gold. Hence, these calculations shows that
the strong and broad squaraine absorption line pre-
vents the achievement of a clear light�matter coher-
ent coupling in contrast to what has been obtained
with squaraine based planar microcavities or in pre-
vious studies on nanoshells covered with materials
exhibiting narrow line widths. Analogous results, here
not shown, are obtained replacing the squaraine layer
with merocyanine molecules which have been suc-
cessfully employed to achieve the ultrastrong coupling
regime at optical frequencies in planar microcavities
and in plasmonic periodic structures.26

In the search for ultrastrong light�matter coupling
in a single plasmonic nanostructure, we investigated a
second core�shell complex (see Figure 1b) constituted
by a squaraine core of radius rsq surrounded by a silver
or gold shell. Figure 3a shows the extinction cross
section spectra for squaraine�silver core�shell

Figure 2. Extinction cross section spectra obtained for the
system sketched in Figure 1a consisting of a spherical silica
core coveredwith a thin, uniformmetal layerfinally covered
by a 5 nm layer of dyemoleculeswith total radius rt = 40 nm.
The different spectra have been obtained by changing the
silica core radius/silver shell thickness (see text). The dashed
lines describe the corresponding cross sections in the
absence of the squaraine layer. The bottom black line
describes the extinction cross section in the absence of
the silver layer (silica core radius 35 nm, rsq = 5 nm).
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structures with total radius rt = 40 nm. When the per-
centage of themetal shell thickness 100�RwhereR =
100 � rsq/rt is changed, it is possible to tune the
plasmonic resonance frequency ωc, across the squar-
aine absorption line. In Figure 3a cross sections for R
ranging from 90% to 70% (from top to bottom) are
displayed. For reference, we also included in Figure 3a
(bottom lines) the extinction cross section for a 40 nm
only squaraine sphere (black continuous line) and the
extinction cross section for a core�shell system with
R = 84% in the absence of the excitonic resonance
(dashed-line). The latter calculation has been carried
out replacing the squaraine dielectric functionwith the
estimated high-frequency (at λ ≈ 400 nm) squaraine
dielectric function εh = 2.5. We observe that, in contrast
to the extinction spectrum of the squaraine nanoshell
(bottom line in Figure 2), the extinction spectrum for
the 40 nm only squaraine sphere (black continuous
line) displays a simpler structure with a quite broad
peak at about λ = 580 nm significantly blue-shifted
with respect to the peak of the imaginary part of the
dielectric function shown in Figure 1c. This shift is not
unexpected since in the quasi-static approximation44

the extinction cross section can display resonances
when ε1 þ 2εb reaches a minimum, where εb is the
dielectric function of the medium sourrounding the

individual system. We used for all the calculations in
this paper εb = 1. The energy peaks of the extinction
cross section spectra for the squaraine�silver core�
shell structures are reported in Figure 3b which shows
a clear anticrossing behavior of the plexciton peaks as a
function of the plasmonic resonance. This panel has
been obtained by plotting the plexciton peaks from
Figure 3a versus R (upper horizontal axis) and versus

the nanoshell plasmonic resonances in the absence of
the excitonic resonance reported on the bottom hori-
zontal axis. These LSP resonances (in the absence of
the excitonic transition) have been calculated as the
dashed spectrum in Figure 3a, replacing the squaraine
dielectric function with the estimated high-frequency
squaraine dielectric permittivity. Figure 3a shows two
greatly splitted plexciton (polariton) peaks with a
complete (∼100%) transparency dip. Figure 3b shows
a huge Rabi splitting and a wide polariton energy-gap
where no cavity-polariton solutions can be found,
which is an USC signature and cannot be described
with a coupled oscillator model in the rotating wave
approximation.30 Specifically, in the limit ω , ω0, the
upper curve in Figure 3b tends to an asymptotic value
≈2.3 eV, and in the opposite limit ωc . ω0, the lower
curve tends to a different asymptotic value ≈1.7 eV,
where pω0 is the exciton energy and pωc is the

Figure 3. (a) Extinction cross section spectra for squaraine�silver core�shell structureswith total radius rt = 40 nm.When the
percentageof themetal shell thicknessR=100� rsq/rt is changed, it is possible to tune the plasmonic resonance, across to the
squaraine absorption line. Extinction spectra for R ranging from 90% to 70% (from top to bottom) are displayed. The bottom
dashed line describes the extinction cross section in the absence of the silver layer (silica core radius 35 nm, rsq = 5 nm); the
bottom black full line describes the extinction spectrum of the nanoshell in the absence of the excitonic resonance. The
corresponding energy peaks, reported in (b) as a function of the plasmonic resonance (red full circles), show a clear
anticrossing behavior. The dotted lines describes the nanoshell plasmonic resonance in the absence of the exciton resulting
from thefit with the analytic formula describing the polariton energies in theUSC regime (see text for details). The continuous
red lines describe the analytical polariton energies which correspond to the eigenvalues of the Hopfield Hamiltonan used to
fit the data with ω0 and g as fitting parameters. (c) A single extinction spectrum (black line) for the squaraine�silver
core�shell structure and the corresponding scattering (blue line) and absorption (red line) cross sections obtained for R =
0.86. (d) Line widths (fwhm) as a function of R of the lower (red circles) and upper (black circles) polariton lines and of the
plasmonic resonances (in the absence of the exciton resonance) (blue circles) for the squaraine�silver core�shell structures.
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resonance energy of the LSP mode. These two asymp-
totic values define a polariton gap where no plexciton
peaks can appear independently on the tuning of the
plasmonic resonance. As discussed in ref 8, this gap has
its origin in the quadratic and antiresonant terms of the
light�matter interaction Hamiltonian. As a conse-
quence, the observation of a polaritonic gap in the
dispersion curve can be taken as a signature of the
ultrastrong coupling regime. Figure 3 demonstrates that
the core/shell (squaraine/silver) structure sketched in
Figure 1b can be exploited for the realization of single
hybridnanoparticles supporting exciton�plasmonultra-
strong coherent coupling. It is useful to compare these
numerical results, derived with a generalization of the
Mie theory, with the Hopfield model which takes into
account the antirotating terms. The latter is a quantum
theory of two coupled harmonic oscillators (the exciton
and the photon mode). The polariton energies can be
described analytically by the eigenvalues of the Hopfield
Hamiltonian of the interacting system30,45,46 which are
solutions of the following equation,

(ω2 �ωc
2)(ω2 �ω0

2) �ω2
0g

2ω2 ¼ 0 (1)

where g = 2ΩR/ω0 is the normalized coupling factor. The
solutions of eq 1 give the lower and the upper polariton
dispersion energies of the corresponding eigenstates of
the Hopfield Hamiltonian. The continuous lines in
Figure 3b are the result of the best fit of the data with
the analytical solutions of eq 1 where we have used as
free parameters the exciton energy and the normalized
coupling factor. We obtained pω0 = 1.868 eV and g =
0.42 eV, corresponding to a vacuumRabi splitting 2pΩR=

0.78 eV. The agreement is quite good; some discrepancy
between the data and the fit can be observed however
for the upper polariton. These differences are expected
since the Hopfieldmodel, in contrast to the present case,
refers to a single exciton line and neglects the influence
of damping.We attribute suchdiscrepancies in the upper
polariton curve mainly as due to the strong inhomoge-
neous broadening at short wavelengths (see the imagin-
ary part of the squaraine dielectric function in Figure 1c).
In Figure 3b, we also plotted for reference the exciton
energy obtained from the fit (horizontal dotted line)
together with the nanoshell plasmonic resonance ωp(R)
in the absenceof theexcitonic resonancewhichhasbeen
obtained replacing the squaraine dielectric function with
the estimated high-frequency (at λ≈ 400 nm) squaraine
dielectric function εh = 2.5. These two dotted lines
describe the crossing excitonic and plasmonic reso-
nances in the absence of interaction. It is worth noticing
that the exciton energy obtained from the fit is close to
the peak energy of the imaginary part of the squaraine
dielectric function rather than to the blue-shifted extinc-
tion peak of the 40 nm squaraine sphere. This result
shows that the presence of themetallic nanoshell, which
focuses on the squaraine core the incoming plane wave,
strongly modifies the scattering process.

While Figure 3a displays only extinction spectra, in
Figure 3cwe also reported, in addition to the extinction
spectrum (black line), the scattering cross section (blue
line) and the absorption (red line) obtained forR= 0.86.
For the size here considered, we observe that the
absorption and the scattering contributes almost
equally to the extinction spectrum. In the absorption
(and of course extinction) spectrum, two small peaks at
lower wavelengths are clearly visible. The small peak at
higher wavelength originates from higher order multi-
pole plasmonic contributions (we verified that drop-
ping in the calculationmultipolar terms or reducing the
size this peak disappears). The peak at lower wave-
length can be attributed to the higher energy anti-
bonding plasmon present in plasmonic nanoshells.43

Figure 3d displays the line widths (fwhm) of the
lower (red circles) and upper (black circles) polariton
lines and of the plasmonic resonances (in the absence
of the exciton resonance) (blue circles). As expected,
the line width of the plasmonic resonance grows with
the increase of the thickness of the silver shell
(corresponding to a decrease of R) due to increasing
plasmonic losses. The dependence of the polariton line
widths is not trivial and it is affected by several factors
such as the dependence of the exciton and photon
content on the exciton�plasmon energy detuning, the
variation of the excitonic and plasmonic losses as a
function of R, the dependence of the imaginary part of
the Ag dielectric function on frequency, and the pre-
sence of a very large inhomogeneously broadened
excitonic line. Despite the broad inhomogeneous ex-
citonic absorption line of the squaraine solid film (see
Figure 1c and the bottom continuous line in Figure 3a),
Figure 3c shows a lower polariton line width signifi-
cantly narrower than both those of the plasmon mode
and of the exciton absorption line. This feature can be
ascribed to the collective coupling of the inhomoge-
neous excitons with the plasmon mode, which can
result in a system that behaves like a single homo-
geneous exciton with a very strong oscillator strength
coupled coherently with the surface plasmon mode.41

Specifically, it has been shown that, when the Rabi
splitting is larger than the inhomogeneus line width,
the polariton line widths are approximately given by
half the sum between the cavity line width and the
homogeneous exciton line width. This analysis ex-
plains the quite narrow plexciton line widths observed
in Figure 3a, despite the broad exciton and plasmon
lines.41 On the contrary, when the Rabi splitting
approaches the inhomogeneous broadening, at res-
onance the polariton line widths are approxi-
mately given by half the sum between the cavity line
width and the inhomogeneous exciton line width.41

Such increase of coherence when increasing the ex-
citon�photon coupling in the presence of inhomo-
geneously broadened excitons has been observed
directly in the time domain in cavity-embedded
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semiconductor multiple quantum wells by time-
resolved coherent reflectivity spectroscopy.47 Hence, with
such a large coupling strength it is possible to undress
the exciton homogeneous line width from its inhomo-
geneous broadening, which allows for plexcitons with
unprecedented narrow emission lines and coherence
times. This result suggests that the ultrastrong coupling
regime can be exploited to obtain narrow emission lines,
highly desired for many applications, despite the pre-
sence of broad exciton and plasmon lines. It is worth
noticing, however, that the upper polariton line width is
always larger than the lower one. This behavior can be
mainly ascribed to the strong asymmetric line shape of
the excitonic absorption line (see, e.g., the imaginary part
of the squaraine dielectric function in Figure 1) displaying
a quite long tail at shorter wavelengths. An analogous
behavior has been observed for squaraine-based micro-
cavity polaritons.48 It is also interesting to observe that the
fwhm of the upper polariton reaches aminimum close to
theminimumsplitting,while forRg86%being theupper
polariton mainly plasmon-like, it follows the line width of
the plasmonic resonances.
Usually, dye-molecules based spherical cores or

nanoshells are realized with a structural supporter like
dye-doped silica (see, e.g., ref 15). Of course in this case,
the concentration of dye molecules drops well below
100%. To face this design possibility, we performed
some calculations considering a silica core containing
the squaraine dye molecules. The optical properties of
squaraine molecules diluted in a solid host matrix can
differ significantly from those of 100% squaraine films.
Specifically, as the squaraine molecules are somewhat
far from each other, the resulting absorption spectrum
is similar to that of the diluted liquid solution, while for
100% squaraine films, the stronger intermolecular
interaction results in a larger exciton energy distri-
bution.48 Figure 4a shows the dielectric function of a
film obtained diluting 10% in volume squaraine mol-
ecules into an NPB matrix.48 They have been obtain-
ed by the measured absorbance48 by means of a
Kramers�Kronig procedure.49 We can consider it as
the average dielectric function. If we apply the Brugge-
man formula,50 it is possible to extract the ideal pure
squaraine dielectric function in the absence of inter-
molecular interaction. The latter can be inserted in the
Bruggeman formula in order to get the average di-
electric function in the case of different matrices and/or
concentrations. In this way, we obtained the average
dielectric functions for a squaraine-doped silica core
with different doping concentrations. Figure 4b com-
pares the extinction spectrum for a 100% squaraine
core (as in Figure 3a) with spectra obtained with a core
with squaraine volume concentrations of 80% (green
line) and 40% (red line). All the three spectra have been
calculated using R = 88%. The vacuum Rabi splitting
reduces significantly even for the higher concentra-
tion; however, the splitted polariton peaks remain well

separated. The lower splitting, compared to that of the
full squaraine-core sample, is due to different reasons:
(i) the lower squaraine concentration; (ii) the larger
squaraine exciton energy distribution of the 100%
squaraine films determines a higher integrated optical
density; (iii) the optical constants used for calculations
with the 100% squaraine core have been taken from ref
40 where samples with a slightly higher optical density
with respect to samples in ref 48 have been realized.
Figure 5 displays analogous calculations as in

Figure 3 but with the silver shell replaced by gold. The
obtained results show that the ultrastrong coupling
regime can be also obtained with a squaraine/gold
core/shell with subwavelength dimensions. The ob-
tained splitting is however somewhat smaller. By
fitting the data with the solutions of eq 1, we obtain
a normalized coupling factor g = 0.348, somewhat
lower than that obtained with the silver core. The
upper and lower polariton curves obtained from the
fit are dispalyed as continuous lines in Figure 5b. This
panel shows that for higher plasmonic resonance
frequencies, corresponding to R < 70%, the anticross-
ing behavior of the upper polariton peaks tend to
disappear and the upper polariton branch becomes
quite flat. This effect can be ascribed to the relevant
increase of plasmonic losses when increasing the
thickness of the gold shell. In Figure 3c, we also
reported, in addition to the extinction spectrum
(black line), the scattering cross section (blue line)
and the absorption (red line) obtained for R = 0.86.
For the sized here considered, we observe that for the
gold/squaraine complex the absorption cross section is
larger than that of scattering, owing to the larger
plasmonic losses of gold with respect to silver.
Figure 5d displays the linewidths (fwhm) of the lower

(red circles) and upper (black circles) polariton lines and
of the plasmonic resonances (in the absence of the
exciton resonance) (blue circles). As expected, the line
width of the plasmonic resonance grows rapidly with
the increase of the thickness of the gold shell (corre-
sponding to a decrease of R) due to increasing plasmo-
nic losses. Also in this case the line width of the lower

Figure 4. (a) Dielectric function of a film obtained diluting
10% in volume squaraine molecules into an NPB matrix. It
has been obtained from the experimental optical density
(see text). (b) Comparison of the extinction spectrum for a
100% squaraine core (as in Figure 3a) with spectra obtained
with a core with squaraine volume concentrations of 80%
(green line) and 40% (red line). All the three spectra have
been calculated using R = 88%.
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polariton resonances is narrower than that of the upper
polariton and of the plasmonic resonance. Figure 5d
also shows that the upper polariton line width under-
goes only small changes with R. This could be ascribed
to the flatness of the upper polariton dispersion curve.

CONCLUSIONS

By accurate scattering calculations, we investigated
the possibility to achieve the light�matter ultrastrong
coupling regime at nanoscale dimensions. We demon-
strated that this regime can be reached in nanoshells
constituted by a core of organic molecules surrounded
by a silver or gold nanometric shell. Despite the very
broad exciton line, quite narrow and well separated
plexciton peaks can be obtained. On the contrary, we
showed that the usually adopted core�shell configura-
tionwith afinal shell of organicmaterial in this casedoes
not work owing to the very high absorption coefficient
of squaraine, which, on the other hand, is a key feature

for obtaining ultrastrong coupling. Electroluminescence
of squarainebasedpolaritonshasbeen recently demon-
strated in planar microcavities with metal mirrors.34 Of
particular interest for the development of ultracompact
light sourceswithhigh color purity are thehere reported
very narrow lower polariton line widths, since light
emission from organic molecules in the strong coupling
regime occurs at the lower polariton peak.34,48 We
expect that analogous results can be obtained employ-
ing other organicmaterialswith very large absorption as
those already exploited to reach the ultrastrong cou-
pling regime in conventional planar microcavities.26,33

These ultracompact hybrid nanoparticles can be
exploited for the design of novel all-optical ultrafast
plasmonic nanocircuits and -devices. The very high
splitting and transparency dip promised by these nano-
complexes can also be exploited for the demonstration
of high efficiency laser cooling of the center-of-mass
motion of hybrid nanostructures.51

METHODS

Model and Computational Approach. To calculate the optical
properties of the nanoshell, we extend theMie theory to radially
nonhomogeneous spheres. We assume that all the fields

depend on time through the factor exp(�iωt) and define
the propagation constant in vacuo kv = ω/c. As we will
shown below, this approach allows us to perform a multipole
expansion not only of the incident and scattered field but
also of the internal one. The propagation constant of the

Figure 5. (a) Extinction cross section spectra for squaraine�gold core�shell structures with total radius rt = 40 nm.When the
percentage of the metal shell thickness R = 100� rsq/rt is changed, it is possible to tune the plasmonic resonance, accoss the
squaraine absorption line. Extinction spectra for R ranging from 90% to 55% (from top to bottom) are displayed. The
corresponding energy peaks, reported in (b) as a function of the plasmonic resonance (red full circles), show a clear
anticrossing behavior. Panel b also displays for reference the exciton energy obtained from the fit (horizontal dotted line)
together with the nanoshell plasmonic resonance ωp(R) in the absence of the excitonic resonance. The continuous red lines
describe the analytical polaritonenergieswhich correspond to the eigenvalues of theHopfieldHamiltonanused tofit thedata
with and g as fitting parameters. In this case,ω0 has been fixed by the fit for the nanoshell with the silver core (see Figure 3b).
(c) A single extinction spectrum (black line) for the squaraine�gold core�shell structure and the corresponding scattering
(blue line) and absorption (red line) cross sections obtained for R = 0.86. (d) Line widths (fwhm) as a function of R of the lower
(red circles) andupper (black circles) polariton lines andof theplasmonic resonances (in the absenceof the exciton resonance)
(blue circles) for the squaraine�gold core�shell structures.
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homogeneous, no absorbing and isotropic surrounding medi-
um is k = nkv, where n is refractive index. The incident field is the
plane wave

EI ¼ E0êexp[ikI 3 r] (2)

where ê is the unit polarization vector and kI = kk̂I is the
propagation vector. We consider a radially nonhomogeneous
sphere with radius F and complex refractive index n0 = n0(r). In
the region external to the sphere, the field is the superposition
of EI, eq 2, and of the scattered field ES. Both fields are expanded
in a series of spherical vector multipole fields. We define the
vector multipole fields H as52

H(1)
lm (r, K ) ¼ hl(Kr)Xlm (̂r)

H(2)
lm (r, K) ¼

1
K
rH(1)

lm (r, K)
(3)

where Xlm are vector spherical harmonics,53 hl are spherical
Hankel functions of the first kind, and superscripts (1) and (2)
refer to the values of parity index p appropriate to themagnetic
and electric multipoles, respectively. The H multipole fields
satisfy the radiation condition at infinity. We also define the
multipole fields J that are regular at the origin: they are identical
to the H-fields except for the substitution of the spherical Bessel
functions jl in place of the Hankel functions hl. We expand the
electric fields outside the sphere as

Eext ¼ ES þ EI ¼ E0 ∑
plm

[A(p)
lmH

(p)
lm (r, k)þW (p)

lm J(p)lm (r, k)] (4)

where the amplitudes of the incident field Wlm
(p) are defined by

ref 39, and the amplitudes Alm
(p) are determined by the boundary

conditions at the surface of the scattering sphere. Since it does
not imply any far-field approximation, expansion 4 is valid
everywhere outside the sphere.

Both the internal electric and magnetic fields do not
satisfy the customary Helmholtz equation, but rather the
equations

rrE � n20(r)k
2
vE ¼ 0

rrB � n20(r)k
2
vB ¼ �ikvrn20(r)E

(5)

that are coupled because of the assumed nonhomogeneity of
the material. Nevertheless, thanks to the spherical symmetry of
the scatterer, the internal field can still be expanded in a series of
vector spherical harmonics in the form54,55

ET ¼ ∑
lm

C(1)
lmΦl(r)X lm (̂r)þ C(2)

lm

1
n20

1
kv
rΨl(r)X lm (̂r)

" #
(6)

iBT ¼ ∑
lm

C(1)
lm

1
kv
rΦl(r)X lm (̂r)þ C(2)

lmΨl(r)X lm (̂r)
� �

(7)

that, for any choice of the radial functions and for any radial
dependence of the refractive index, satisfies the Maxwell
equations rB = 0 and rn0

2E = 0. The equations

d2

dr2
� l(lþ 1)

r2
þ k2vn

2
0 � 2

n0

dn0
dr

d
dr

" #
(rΨl(r)) ¼ 0

d2

dr2
� l(lþ 1)

r2
þ k2vn

2
0

" #
(rΦl(r)) ¼ 0

(8)

are derived by substituting eqs 6 and 7 into eq 5. The
solutions to these equations are the radial functions Ψl(r) and
Φl(r) regular at the origin. The eqs 8 are integrated numerically.
When n0(r) reduces to a constant, Φl = Ψl = jl(n0kvr).

When we impose the customary boundary conditions
across the surface of the sphere, the mutual independence of
the vector spherical harmonics yields, for each l and m, four
equations among which the amplitudes of the internal field Clm

(p)

can be easily eliminated. We then get the amplitudes of the

scattered field in the form

A(p)
lm ¼ �R(p)l W(p)

lm (9)

with

R(p)l ¼ G(p)0
l (x)ul(x) � (1þnδp2)

2G(p)
l (x)ul0(x)

G(p)0
l (x)wl(x) � (1þnδp2)

2G(p)
l (x)wl

0(x)
(10)

where x = kF, = (n0(F)/n) � 1 and

G(1)
l (kr) ¼ krΦl(r), G(2)

l (kr) ¼ krΨl(r) (11)

Once the amplitudes Alm
(p) have been calculated, the amplitudes

Clm
(p) are derived and thus the field at any point inside the sphere.
To preserve the continuity of the refractive index and its

radial derivative between two contiguous layers, a thin transi-
tion layer is placed at the interface. In this layer, defined by the
radial interval r�e re rþ, the refractive index varies from n� to
nþ according to the rule

n20(r) ¼ n2� þ (3s2 � 2s3)Δ (12)

where we define the quantities

Δ ¼ n2þ � n2� , s ¼ r � r�
rþ � r�

(13)

Provided the transition layer is thin enough, the scattering
properties of the sphere are not altered.55 Moreover, such a
transition layer improves the numerical convergence expecially
in the presence of boundaries with very different optical con-
stants. The introduction of a transition layer of appropriate
thickness may also account for the fact that the external layer
is actually formed by successive deposition of atoms and
molecules. It is reasonable to think that the first deposited
atoms are adsorbed at the surface of the internal layer, thus
giving origin to a smooth transition from the properties of the
internal layer to those of the external layer in formation.
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